
Aftercare Group Agenda
Goals: 

1. Reinforce Application of Skills to Regulate

2. Communicate and Keep Building a Life Worth Living 

Mindfulness 

HW Review

Complete BCA - See attached handout

Cope Ahead

Skill Review/Emotion Exploration/Thinking Errors - Each week, pick one module to focus on:  
Mindfulness, Emotion Regulation, Interpersonal Effectiveness, Distress Tolerance, or Walking the 
Middle Path. Share the handout with the skills in that category. Ask students which skills they are 
using, what they still need to work on. Elicit skill usage successes that week.

You can either introduce an emotion of the week - reinforce the Sat am curriculum, or as clients  
share elicit discussion around emotions. The same with thinking errors.  You can bring one up  to 
focus on, or weave them in as you see them.

Steps Toward Life Worth Living/Mastery - Take time to set small goals for moving towards a goal 
that week if possible. This can tie in to the goals they are setting with their skills coach.

Commitment to homework - Have clients choose one of the practice exercises for the week.

    Rich- 9 handouts

https://cmhconline.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/DBTAsolescentrathus-forms.pdf

https://pin.it/36ZgSWA

https://pin.it/76UqA0d

Make a separate handout for (mindfulness, emotion regulation, distress tolerance, interpersonal 
effectiveness and walking the middle path )for each module with all of the skills in each module. 

Practice Options
1. Complete a behavioral chain analysis on a event that had a desired outcome this week. 

Identify the effective behaviors and skills used that led up to this outcome.
2. Do one mindfulness exercise on your own each day. You can select from the audios on our 

web site, try some out from the insight timer app, or come up with your own way of doing 
this. Fill in the Mindfulness Log.

3. Consciously participate in a pleasant activity with a friend or family member that you want to 
shift away from having mostly negative/serious interactions with. Suggest before the activity 
that you only focus on what you are doing in the moment, and leave serious topics for 
another time. Fill in the Share A Pleasant Activity worksheet.

4. Each day, notice three things that you are grateful for. These can be small or large. 
Fill in the Gratitude Log.

5. Review your crisis plan and make changes as needed. Bring in an updated copy.
6. Take a break from technology for a set period of time (2 hours, the afternoon, or a day!). 

Fill in the My Relationship with Technology worksheet.
7. Pick an affirmation that you find helpful. Create a piece of art with that saying.
8. Take out your distress tolerance kit and look through it. Evaluate the items in it for 

effectiveness. Add or subtract items as needed. Complete the Distress Tolerance Kit 
Handout.

9. Try something new. That can be a new game, art project, make up look- anything. 
Trying new things makes life interesting. Fill in the Something New worksheet.

10. Keep thinking dialectically. Consider a situation, thought, or behavior that you are stuck 
around. Fill in the Dialectical Thinking worksheet.

Mindfulness Log

Date Type of Mindfulness My Response

Share A Pleasant Activity:

What Activity Did You Participate In?:

Who Did You Participate With?:

Describe how you felt and thoughts you had during the activity:

Describe how you felt and thoughts you had about yourself after the activity:

Anything else you want to share?:

Gratitude Log

Date:  Three Things I Am Grateful For: 

My Relationship With Technology

Day of the week you went technology-free:

Time of day:

Number of hours:

How did you feel/what thoughts did you have leading up to the technology-free time?:

How did you feel/what thoughts did you have during the technology-free time?:

What did you do to fill your time?:

How did you feel/what thoughts did you have when you re-engaged with your technology?:

Anything else you would like to share?:

Distress Tolerance Kit Worksheet 

Item Usefulness on a Scale of 1-10 Keep or Discard (Y/N)

Items Added:

Something New 

Describe the new activity or action that you tried:

Describe your response (thoughts/feelings/body sensations) to this action or activity:

Dialectical Thinking Worksheet 

Describe the event/situation/thought that you are stuck around. (Hint: sometimes things that you 
keep thinking about, or things you continue having the same strong reaction to, are things/events or 
situations that you are stuck around):

Is there another way to think about this topic?  Is there information that I might be missing? Would 
radical acceptance help? Is there a belief I have about myself, others, or the world that is keeping 
me stuck?: 

Would changing the way I think about/manage this event/situation potentially cause me to be in 
danger? If not, is there anything negative that could happen by changing perspective?

Behavioral Chain Analysis
Date:

Vulnerability Factors: 

B = Behavior | E = Emotion | T = Thought Potential Solutions or Skills to Use?

Prompting Event: 

B / E / T:

B / E / T:

B / E / T:

B / E / T:

Problem Behavior:

Consequence 1: (Self)

Consequence 2: (Relationship) (Repair Skills)
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